Moscow Idaho
April 25 1911
Dear PINK -,
How is your cabin alright I hope and also yourself. “Say..” do you know that the 28th of April
there will an eclipse of the sun it will be at 4 or 4.55. I hope you will see it, I am going to look for it.
When Cad and pa come out I have about 12 funnie papers to send out to you by then. Please excuse
this writing because my left arm is hurt and so I can not hold the paper but I am doing my best that is for
chasing this papper all over the table. We are studing about Australia in school and geog. is not getting
very easy but harder (Well I guse yess)
How is Myrtle D. and the boys. How much snow have you out your way is it going up or down?
How is dear little Ring We went to Deary Sunday and xxx riding makes me sick and I was sick for 2 days
from it. (O gee liffes life is just one darned thing after another) Say have you had your Easter yet. I have
my new Easter bonnet and its looks real nice on me it’s a burnt straw like and its shape is like this [small
drawing] I will also trim it like it is. [drawing in square showing hat with labels: “roses” and “side”]
Mamma got some dahlia bulbes from xxxx Julie and they are jist coming up. On Easter I dyed 14 Easter
eggs. The car has jist been working fine lately. I am making all sort of may baskets for may day and
some are real perty pretty. The colt is not hear any more because papa had him taken out to pasture. It
is now half past mine oclock so must close
Marjorie Adair
P.S. Mr. J B Johnson the old fellow from Calfax Wash was here and promest our room a fxxx big flag and
we got it on Friday last week We sent a word of thanks back to him and he wrote us a letter that was
almost all potery poetry
M.A.

